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David Cross has tried hundreds of cases and teaches trial practice. This book, written in a witty
and engaging style, tells you in specific detail what you need to do in order to become
successful in court. David will discuss the specifics of Voir Dire; Opening Statement; Cross
Examination; Evidence; Closing Argument; and numerous other specific aspects of trial practice.
He will also tell you why you should forget everything you learned in law school, and ignore 90%
of the advice you receive. Thousands of people have purchased this book as a part of Mr. Cross'
successful course. Now, for the first time, it is offered to the general public.

About the AuthorDavid Grappo is a retired attorney. He spent many years conducting
depositions, defending his clients at depositions, and watching other attorneys conduct
depositions in civil lawsuits. He also had the special opportunity as a deposition witness himself
to learn what it is like to be deposed. He prepared this booklet for his clients as their first step in
preparing for their depositions.
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HOW NOT TO THINK LIKE A LAWYER: THE SEVEN STEPS TO BECOMING AN
EXTRAORDINARY TRIAL ATTORNEY.By David CrossIntroduction“If a man writes a book, let
him set down only what he knows. I have guesses enough of my own.”-Johann Wolfgang Von
GoetheWe all remember – do we not? – Professor Kingsfield as played by John Houseman in
The Paper Chase. Standing in front of his lectern, facing a hundred or so terrified students, he
pompously intoned the following: “You come in here with a brain full of mush and you leave
thinking like a lawyer.” It’s what we all wanted when we got into law school. We wanted these
professors to take our brains of mush, brains that were full of concepts that, we were told, were
utterly useless for the rigorous world of trial practice. Whereas we used to think of stories with a
beginning, an end, and a moral, we were now thought to think only of facts and how they related
to a legal precedent. In class we would hear some horrific story about a child, perhaps, who had
his arms ripped from his body. He filed a suit, the jury found against him, he appealed, and the
high court ordered a new trial. What happened? we asked, since our minds were still full of
mush and we had the common human attribute of concern and of a desire to know the end of
the story. The professor would always look a bit befuddled and say, “I don’t know.” He or she
may have been teaching the case for twenty years, but its only value was the precedential value
of the appellate court’s opinion. Ahh, we learned, and by our third year we were not so naïve as
to bother asking how these cases turned out. Most of us didn’t even care any more. Our brains,
which had been full of human mush, had now been turned into the brains of lawyers.We would
watch legal television shows and legal movies and lecture our family members about the ways in
which they incorrectly portrayed the legal process. We were lawyers, now, and were separated
from all of those poor, dear humans, whose minds were full of human mush. We obtained jobs
and we excitedly drafted memos and researched cases. We began trying cases. Eventually we
stood in front of a jury.Oh shit. The jury appeared to be twelve human beings whose minds were
filled with mush. We had lost the ability to talk to these creatures. We were so full of precedent,
so full of the true knowledge of what is relevant in a case that we came across as insufferably
didactic, and often failed to argue the key points that all twelve jurors were thinking about. We
had been so proud to have become separated from humanity, and suddenly we were unable to
transcend the gulf we had created.Sound familiar? It should. Each and every day I observe
attorneys who mis-try cases because they are unable to think like people. I am here to help.This
is not a book of theories or philosophy. It is not about how things would work in the perfect world
or how things should work, but a specific set of rules that I have learned from over fifteen years
of trial experience, and from my studies of the law literature pertaining to the trial work of others.
I do not limit myself here the procedural and substantive rules you are going to need to
understand in order to try a case. I tackle the whole enchilada – what you need to do to prepare
yourself mentally for the upcoming rigors of trial practice. What you need to do in order to
project the image to the jury, the judge, and to other attorneys, that you want to project.Why do I



do this? I do this because I have learned, through personal experience and by watching other
attorneys that more lawyers fail because they do not follow these general rules than fail because
of a lack of understanding of the rules of litigation. I have observed hundreds of lawyers try
cases. Some of these lawyers are idiots, others are merely average, and others rise above the
average, but spend year after year knocking up against walls that would be surmountable if they
only could see them and acknowledge them. And then, of course, there are the lawyers who are
extraordinary. They have it all together, the rules, the instincts, the desire, and the ability to
transmit all of the above.That being said, this is not a book to be placed in the self-help section
of your bookstore. I offer a unique perspective on the key issues of the Opening Statement; the
Cross Examination; deriving a Trial Strategy; Objections – when to make them and when to
refrain; Motions and Pre-Trial Rulings; Fighting for your Jury Instructions; and Closing
Argument.If these rules are so unique, how do you know they work? Good question. The answer
is that I know they work because I have put them all to the test. I am a trial attorney, not a law
school professor unhampered by any actual trial experience, but a trial attorney. There is not
one rule I am going to offer within this book that has not been tested and retested in courtrooms,
in front of judges and juries.That having all been said, there is one more thing you should know
before you set out to become an extraordinary trial attorney. Once you become good at it, trial
practice can be fun. Lots of fun.Step OneTrust Yourself[1]“Believe nothing. No matter where you
read it, or who said it, even if I have said it, unless it agrees with your own reason and your own
common sense.”-Buddha“I did it my way.”-Frank Sinatra[2]“If you want somebody to trust, Trust
Yourself.”-Bob DylanThis book provides specific guidelines and instructions that, if followed, will
bring you success in the courtroom. That much I can promise. However, there is one catch (or
caveat, as you lawyers might want to put it.) You have to follow them your way, which is to say
that, what I give you here, you will need to combine with your own thoughts, your own style,
creativity, and your own substance. Nobody can give those things to you (although we can help
you to find them.) Take what you can use from this book, discard what you cannot, but
understand that The 7 Steps come from decades of trial practice as well as the study of
hundreds of books on the subject and actual court transcripts.In order for you to access these
rules, it is imperative that, first, you break through the various shackles that have been placed on
you – shackles that have been placed by your law school professors; shackles that have been
placed by your associates; shackles that have been placed by your superiors in the office. This
gaggle of advice will invariably lead to the same conclusion – do it their way, do it the safe way,
do it the way everybody says it should be done. If you listen to them you will probably protect
yourself from any obvious malpractice claims, because you will not make any obvious mistakes.
You will protect your record. You will conduct a dull, plodding, safe trial. It will be unexceptional.
And you will be an unexceptional lawyer.If you are a dull, plodding, unexceptional individual,
then maybe that’s ok. Except that your client probably deserves better. But we are going to
assume, since you have managed to get this book into your hands, that you are not a dull,
plodding, and unexceptional individual. That, in fact, you are the opposite, and that you want to



conduct exceptional trials and win the cases that other attorneys cannot win.Ever notice how
many people get into a line at a movie theater and then ask the person in front of them if it is the
correct line? In other words, you ask the person who, about five seconds earlier, made the same
choice that you made. Who are the advisors out there, the people willing to tell us how to try our
cases? Usually they are the lawyers who sit at their desks regaling all who will listen and all who
are forced to listen to the two stories involving actual trials that, way back when, they actually
conducted. These folks either become law professors (remember, those who can, do; those
who can’t, teach; and those who can’t teach, teach the Socratic Method…) or supervisors. They
are the roadblocks that all of us need to guide ourselves around. They are usually out of touch,
and their advice is therefore unfortunate and unhelpful.[3] Then, even worse, are the
propagators of the common, the people who spout the wisdom that has been spouted to them
without ever having actually tried it out. Sometimes they don’t even try cases themselves. Bill
Cosby once wrote that the only experts on parenthood are the people who have never had kids.
They are always full of advice, they know exactly how they would handle situations that we poor,
clueless folks who happen to actually have children, seem unable to handle. It is the same with
lawyers. It is the lawyers who rarely step into the courtroom and try a case who are always the
most voluble with their advice. An example springs to mind: I was once was in the midst of a
complex criminal trial when it occurred to me that it would be useful to let the jury in on the fact
that my client had been held in custody for over a year on the charges for which he was being
tried. Looking at my jury, I just had the feeling that the information might tip the balance, that
some of the folks, caught in between choosing either a guilty verdict or a not guilty verdict, might
be swayed by the fact that the defendant had already been sufficiently punished. I planned to go
ahead and tell the jury that my client was incarcerated, but I received some third party advice,
after making the unfortunate step of telling others what I was going to do. No! No, no, no, no, no,
no! You can’t ever let a jury know that a defendant is in custody! This is an inviolate rule, I think
it might even be one of the Ten Commandments! If you do this, they will assume he is guilty.
Don’t do it!And there you had it. The all-knowing advice that you will always get, advice passed
on through the ages, advice repeated so much that it had become gospel, advice telling you to
do it the way it has always been done. The unthinking, unknowing, untested advice that you will
always receive, will always be burdened with, if you allow it anywhere near you. To my eternal
discredit, I listened. I went against my own instincts, I did not tell the jury that my client had been
in custody. I played it safe. The jury hung. Talking to the jury, after the non-verdict, I got the
strong impression that if I had followed through on his original idea and given them the
information, it may well have been a not-guilty verdict. Six months later – six more months
during which my client remained in prison – I tried the case again, and this time I let the jury in on
my dirty little secret, and secured a not-guilty verdict.And here’s the thing – you know whose
advice I followed the first time? Was it a supervisor? No. Was it a well-respected trial attorney,
somebody more seasoned, somebody with more knowledge who I respected? No. It was
someone who had never tried a jury in her life. So why did I follow the advice? Because it was



safe. It was the way others would do it. I didn’t want to be criticized down the line for doing
something wrong. I didn’t want to be blamed.I acted like a chicken-shit!Believe me when I tell
you, all your instincts will tell you to act like a chicken-shit. What do you know? This may be a
case involving hundreds of thousands of dollars for your client. Maybe much needed medical
costs are on the line. Or maybe your client is looking at a life sentence. Who are you to buck up
against the known wisdom of the times? Who are you to ignore the advice of your betters?The
fact is, you are the lawyer. Nobody knows your case the way you do. Nobody has spent hours
with your client, nobody has poured over the discovery, nobody has watched the witnesses
during the depositions and pre-trial hearings, nobody has woken up at three a.m. worrying about
the case. Only you. It’s your trial, and you’re better off trying it your way. Which isn’t to say that
you should never listen to any feedback. Obviously you should. But you should filter it through
what you already know. You take it with a grain of salt. And you are very, very careful about who
you listen to. You should put blinders on during a trial. The court staff, the steno, members of
the audience, other lawyers, are all going to have opinions they want you to hear. Don’t listen!
Be like the three monkeys – see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil. Don’t listen to others, don’t
watch their expressions, and don’t - for the love of God - don’t ask their opinion about how things
are going. Not unless they are within that rare group of people that you have learned to trust
about these things.What happens when you “shop” a case? You go into a lawyer’s office, you
say that you want to talk to the lawyer about the case. The lawyer, awash with files for trials that
he or she is working on, listens as patiently as possible. The lawyer will agree with any
conclusion that you have let them know you want them to agree about. Any further advice will be
based not on your case, but on some other cases that the lawyer has conducted. If the lawyer
truly cares about giving you good advice, he or she will tell you to bring your file, will ask key
questions about the state of the case and your client. You will have a conversation with this
lawyer for over an hour, and the lawyer will think carefully before offering any sort of opinion.
Such lawyers are rare, but they are out there. To them, you open up. To everybody else – stay
away!* * * *Trust yourself. Easy advice. However, if you are just starting out, you may
have a few follow up questions. Such as – what if I just don’t know what to do? How can I trust
myself when I have never done this before? I haven’t gained my instincts yet, how do I do so?
With all of the trial options out there, how do I know what is the right thing to do? Questions like
that.First of all, you must understand at the outset that there are very few “right” answers when it
comes to trial practice. The lawyers who act like there are such answers are the ones you want
to avoid. You are going to learn through trial and error that some things generally work for you
and that some things generally do not. Will you have clients who pay for your mistakes and your
inexperience? Yes, you will. If you want to avoid that, if you just can’t handle it, then you need to
find a new profession. Become a dog walker, or a shoe shiner, or a librarian. But if you want to
stick it out and become a trial attorney, then there is no way to avoid the process of trial and
error. Through time you will discover and develop your areas of expertise. You will find your
comfort zone and your best ways of connecting to a jury. In the meantime, we suggest that you



talk to yourself. A lot. Walking the dog, driving, taking a shower… When you see young men or
women striding through the park, their mouth muscles moving a mile a minute, then either they
have a cell phone attached to their ear, or they are lawyers arguing cases to a mythical jury.
Spend a lot of time that way. Talk to the mirror, talk to the cat, argue with your bobble-head
dolls. “Objection.” Say the word, yell it, see how it sounds. Try it again. Get comfortable with the
words and phrases that you will be using. “May it please the court…” Michael Jordan threw
thousands of free-throws before he made his first basket in professional basketball. By then, it
was easy – he had already done it a million times. Tug McGraw had thrown the final strike in a
World Series thousands of times in his backyard before he pulled it off in Veteran’s Stadium in
1980. By then, it was easy. He felt almost comfortable. Starting out, you need to do the same
thing. Immerse yourself in the law and be what it is that you want to become. Watch movies
about lawyers, read the books that lawyers have written. Go to court and watch other lawyers.
Immerse yourself! You know how medical students have no life for the first few years out of
medical school? It should be the same for you if you want to be one of the outstanding lawyers.
There are no shortcuts here. You are going to develop your own courtroom personality. We each
have one that works for us. David slides up and grabs what he needs from his witness before
she sees it coming. Tooch comes flying at him like a bear from the underbrush, and forces him
to drop it out of fear. Different folks, different strokes. You need to find your way.This may sound
corny and new-agey, but I’m going to say it anyway – to find your courtroom personality, you
need to find yourself. You need to find who you are, and share that person with your jury.I know
an assistant district attorney in Philadelphia named Carol Sweeney. Carol is an outstanding
attorney, always prepared, honest, and fair.[4] Try a case against her in front of a judge, and she
will be effective. But it is in the world of juries where she is strongest. She has a coffee mug that
proclaims she is the “world’s greatest ma.” No kidding. Again, this sounds awful corny. Except
for the fact that she is a mom. I don’t just mean that she had children; I mean that she comes
across as a mom. She dresses like a mom. She laughs like a mom. And soon, you find yourself
trying your case against June Cleaver. I once had a jury trial with her. She had given a decent
offer on the case, but the client wanted a trial. Fair enough. During the voir dire, she proceeded
to simply be herself. The jury loved her. It was over, and none knew it more clearly than the
client, who asked me, after voir dire was concluded, if the offer was still on the table. Fortunately
for that client, it was.You have to find yourself, the self that you are as a lawyer, and share that
self with your jury. And, for most of us, that takes time. In the meantime, envision your trial.
Write out your cross-examinations the way you imagine that they are going to come out.
Practice. This process requires that you do these things on your own. It’s the only way you get
there. Charlie Parker became the world’s greatest saxophonist after he stopped hanging out
with other musicians and being shackled by their limitations. He went off to the Ozarks where he
spent three months by himself, in a woodshed, just him and his saxophone. If he had not done
that, he would have ended up sounding just like everybody else instead of revolutionizing music
as we know it. Same thing with Lester Young. Both of these genius saxophonists ran into a lot of



opposition. Whenever you do things your own way, you will run into opposition. Hey, that isn’t
the way it’s done! Just who do you think you are? When Lester Young played with the Fletcher
Henderson Orchestra, the leader’s wife woke him up one morning, and ordered him to listen to
Coleman Hawkins records. That was the right way to sound. Instead, Lester Young (Prez) left
the band and went on to become one of jazz music’s greatest stylists. Lawyers will tell you that
you need to tailor what you say to fit the jury. This says more about these lawyer’s prejudices
than it does about a jury. For instance, I was told not to quote Shakespeare to a “Philadelphia
jury.” A Philadelphia jury (by which the woman meant, a jury comprising of several African
Americans) can’t possibly understand or appreciate Shakespeare, right? You’ll create an
unbridgeable gulf. Not at all. If you are quoting Shakespeare to impress a jury, you will come
across as a phony. But if you love Shakespeare and can discuss him in honest language, then it
will work. When Robert Kennedy spoke to an African American crowd in Indianapolis on the
night that Martin Luther King was assassinated, he was told not to go, that there would be riots
and that he would not be safe. He did go there, and he spoke personally and from his heart. He
quoted Aeschylus. Now, this woman who felt so free with her advice to me would certainly have
told Kennedy “You can’t quote Aeschylus to an Indianapolis crowd on the night of Martin Luther
King’s murder.” He could and he did, and it worked because he was truly sharing a part of
himself with that crowd. They knew he was not putting on heirs or trying to impress them with his
knowledge of the ancient Greek poet. And, on a night in which riots littered the American
landscape, the people in that crowd followed Robert Kennedy’s advice and went quietly
home.When you do things your own way, people will tell you that you are wrong, and you are
going to have to develop a strong level of self-confidence in order to withstand all of this
“advice.” It is easier to be a chicken-shit. And if you lose the trial, all of the naysayers will attack,
telling you that you made all of the wrong moves. Don’t listen. If you thought it out, if you
planned it out, if you weighed everything, then you have nothing to berate yourself for. There are
trials you will win, and there are trials you will lose. That is part of being a trial attorney. Don’t
listen to the naysayers and the Monday morning quarterbacks. Of course, you won’t be able to
help but second-guess yourself after a loss. You will replay every part of your trial until you can
no longer stand it. This too is an important part of becoming an effective advocate, and it is why
we learn much more from the cases that we lose than from those that we win. Listen to
reasoned criticisms, from the one or two lawyers you have learned to trust. But ignore the herd
as best as you can. You have chosen to be a trial attorney, which means that you are in the
arena and not merely one of the audience. Move on. Somebody will say, “Why did you put the
client on?” shaking their head ruefully. You did it because, when you thought it all out, you
believed it gave you the greatest chance for success. We tend to think that every choice we
made in a winning trial was a good one. It isn’t true, nor is it true that every choice we make in a
losing trial was a bad one.HOW NOT TO THINK LIKE A LAWYER: THE SEVEN STEPS TO
BECOMING AN EXTRAORDINARY TRIAL ATTORNEY.By David CrossHOW NOT TO THINK
LIKE A LAWYER: THE SEVEN STEPS TO BECOMING AN EXTRAORDINARY TRIAL



ATTORNEY.By David CrossIntroduction“If a man writes a book, let him set down only what he
knows. I have guesses enough of my own.”-Johann Wolfgang Von GoetheWe all remember – do
we not? – Professor Kingsfield as played by John Houseman in The Paper Chase. Standing in
front of his lectern, facing a hundred or so terrified students, he pompously intoned the
following: “You come in here with a brain full of mush and you leave thinking like a lawyer.” It’s
what we all wanted when we got into law school. We wanted these professors to take our brains
of mush, brains that were full of concepts that, we were told, were utterly useless for the rigorous
world of trial practice. Whereas we used to think of stories with a beginning, an end, and a
moral, we were now thought to think only of facts and how they related to a legal precedent. In
class we would hear some horrific story about a child, perhaps, who had his arms ripped from
his body. He filed a suit, the jury found against him, he appealed, and the high court ordered a
new trial. What happened? we asked, since our minds were still full of mush and we had the
common human attribute of concern and of a desire to know the end of the story. The professor
would always look a bit befuddled and say, “I don’t know.” He or she may have been teaching
the case for twenty years, but its only value was the precedential value of the appellate court’s
opinion. Ahh, we learned, and by our third year we were not so naïve as to bother asking how
these cases turned out. Most of us didn’t even care any more. Our brains, which had been full
of human mush, had now been turned into the brains of lawyers.We would watch legal television
shows and legal movies and lecture our family members about the ways in which they incorrectly
portrayed the legal process. We were lawyers, now, and were separated from all of those poor,
dear humans, whose minds were full of human mush. We obtained jobs and we excitedly
drafted memos and researched cases. We began trying cases. Eventually we stood in front of a
jury.Oh shit. The jury appeared to be twelve human beings whose minds were filled with mush.
We had lost the ability to talk to these creatures. We were so full of precedent, so full of the true
knowledge of what is relevant in a case that we came across as insufferably didactic, and often
failed to argue the key points that all twelve jurors were thinking about. We had been so proud to
have become separated from humanity, and suddenly we were unable to transcend the gulf we
had created.Sound familiar? It should. Each and every day I observe attorneys who mis-try
cases because they are unable to think like people. I am here to help.This is not a book of
theories or philosophy. It is not about how things would work in the perfect world or how things
should work, but a specific set of rules that I have learned from over fifteen years of trial
experience, and from my studies of the law literature pertaining to the trial work of others. I do
not limit myself here the procedural and substantive rules you are going to need to understand in
order to try a case. I tackle the whole enchilada – what you need to do to prepare yourself
mentally for the upcoming rigors of trial practice. What you need to do in order to project the
image to the jury, the judge, and to other attorneys, that you want to project.Why do I do this? I
do this because I have learned, through personal experience and by watching other attorneys
that more lawyers fail because they do not follow these general rules than fail because of a lack
of understanding of the rules of litigation. I have observed hundreds of lawyers try cases. Some



of these lawyers are idiots, others are merely average, and others rise above the average, but
spend year after year knocking up against walls that would be surmountable if they only could
see them and acknowledge them. And then, of course, there are the lawyers who are
extraordinary. They have it all together, the rules, the instincts, the desire, and the ability to
transmit all of the above.That being said, this is not a book to be placed in the self-help section
of your bookstore. I offer a unique perspective on the key issues of the Opening Statement; the
Cross Examination; deriving a Trial Strategy; Objections – when to make them and when to
refrain; Motions and Pre-Trial Rulings; Fighting for your Jury Instructions; and Closing
Argument.If these rules are so unique, how do you know they work? Good question. The answer
is that I know they work because I have put them all to the test. I am a trial attorney, not a law
school professor unhampered by any actual trial experience, but a trial attorney. There is not
one rule I am going to offer within this book that has not been tested and retested in courtrooms,
in front of judges and juries.That having all been said, there is one more thing you should know
before you set out to become an extraordinary trial attorney. Once you become good at it, trial
practice can be fun. Lots of fun.Introduction“If a man writes a book, let him set down only what
he knows. I have guesses enough of my own.”-Johann Wolfgang Von GoetheWe all remember –
do we not? – Professor Kingsfield as played by John Houseman in The Paper Chase. Standing
in front of his lectern, facing a hundred or so terrified students, he pompously intoned the
following: “You come in here with a brain full of mush and you leave thinking like a lawyer.” It’s
what we all wanted when we got into law school. We wanted these professors to take our brains
of mush, brains that were full of concepts that, we were told, were utterly useless for the rigorous
world of trial practice. Whereas we used to think of stories with a beginning, an end, and a
moral, we were now thought to think only of facts and how they related to a legal precedent. In
class we would hear some horrific story about a child, perhaps, who had his arms ripped from
his body. He filed a suit, the jury found against him, he appealed, and the high court ordered a
new trial. What happened? we asked, since our minds were still full of mush and we had the
common human attribute of concern and of a desire to know the end of the story. The professor
would always look a bit befuddled and say, “I don’t know.” He or she may have been teaching
the case for twenty years, but its only value was the precedential value of the appellate court’s
opinion. Ahh, we learned, and by our third year we were not so naïve as to bother asking how
these cases turned out. Most of us didn’t even care any more. Our brains, which had been full
of human mush, had now been turned into the brains of lawyers.We would watch legal television
shows and legal movies and lecture our family members about the ways in which they incorrectly
portrayed the legal process. We were lawyers, now, and were separated from all of those poor,
dear humans, whose minds were full of human mush. We obtained jobs and we excitedly
drafted memos and researched cases. We began trying cases. Eventually we stood in front of a
jury.Oh shit. The jury appeared to be twelve human beings whose minds were filled with mush.
We had lost the ability to talk to these creatures. We were so full of precedent, so full of the true
knowledge of what is relevant in a case that we came across as insufferably didactic, and often



failed to argue the key points that all twelve jurors were thinking about. We had been so proud to
have become separated from humanity, and suddenly we were unable to transcend the gulf we
had created.Sound familiar? It should. Each and every day I observe attorneys who mis-try
cases because they are unable to think like people. I am here to help.This is not a book of
theories or philosophy. It is not about how things would work in the perfect world or how things
should work, but a specific set of rules that I have learned from over fifteen years of trial
experience, and from my studies of the law literature pertaining to the trial work of others. I do
not limit myself here the procedural and substantive rules you are going to need to understand in
order to try a case. I tackle the whole enchilada – what you need to do to prepare yourself
mentally for the upcoming rigors of trial practice. What you need to do in order to project the
image to the jury, the judge, and to other attorneys, that you want to project.Why do I do this? I
do this because I have learned, through personal experience and by watching other attorneys
that more lawyers fail because they do not follow these general rules than fail because of a lack
of understanding of the rules of litigation. I have observed hundreds of lawyers try cases. Some
of these lawyers are idiots, others are merely average, and others rise above the average, but
spend year after year knocking up against walls that would be surmountable if they only could
see them and acknowledge them. And then, of course, there are the lawyers who are
extraordinary. They have it all together, the rules, the instincts, the desire, and the ability to
transmit all of the above.That being said, this is not a book to be placed in the self-help section
of your bookstore. I offer a unique perspective on the key issues of the Opening Statement; the
Cross Examination; deriving a Trial Strategy; Objections – when to make them and when to
refrain; Motions and Pre-Trial Rulings; Fighting for your Jury Instructions; and Closing
Argument.If these rules are so unique, how do you know they work? Good question. The answer
is that I know they work because I have put them all to the test. I am a trial attorney, not a law
school professor unhampered by any actual trial experience, but a trial attorney. There is not
one rule I am going to offer within this book that has not been tested and retested in courtrooms,
in front of judges and juries.That having all been said, there is one more thing you should know
before you set out to become an extraordinary trial attorney. Once you become good at it, trial
practice can be fun. Lots of fun.Step OneTrust Yourself[1]“Believe nothing. No matter where you
read it, or who said it, even if I have said it, unless it agrees with your own reason and your own
common sense.”-Buddha“I did it my way.”-Frank Sinatra[2]“If you want somebody to trust, Trust
Yourself.”-Bob DylanThis book provides specific guidelines and instructions that, if followed, will
bring you success in the courtroom. That much I can promise. However, there is one catch (or
caveat, as you lawyers might want to put it.) You have to follow them your way, which is to say
that, what I give you here, you will need to combine with your own thoughts, your own style,
creativity, and your own substance. Nobody can give those things to you (although we can help
you to find them.) Take what you can use from this book, discard what you cannot, but
understand that The 7 Steps come from decades of trial practice as well as the study of
hundreds of books on the subject and actual court transcripts.In order for you to access these



rules, it is imperative that, first, you break through the various shackles that have been placed on
you – shackles that have been placed by your law school professors; shackles that have been
placed by your associates; shackles that have been placed by your superiors in the office. This
gaggle of advice will invariably lead to the same conclusion – do it their way, do it the safe way,
do it the way everybody says it should be done. If you listen to them you will probably protect
yourself from any obvious malpractice claims, because you will not make any obvious mistakes.
You will protect your record. You will conduct a dull, plodding, safe trial. It will be unexceptional.
And you will be an unexceptional lawyer.If you are a dull, plodding, unexceptional individual,
then maybe that’s ok. Except that your client probably deserves better. But we are going to
assume, since you have managed to get this book into your hands, that you are not a dull,
plodding, and unexceptional individual. That, in fact, you are the opposite, and that you want to
conduct exceptional trials and win the cases that other attorneys cannot win.Ever notice how
many people get into a line at a movie theater and then ask the person in front of them if it is the
correct line? In other words, you ask the person who, about five seconds earlier, made the same
choice that you made. Who are the advisors out there, the people willing to tell us how to try our
cases? Usually they are the lawyers who sit at their desks regaling all who will listen and all who
are forced to listen to the two stories involving actual trials that, way back when, they actually
conducted. These folks either become law professors (remember, those who can, do; those
who can’t, teach; and those who can’t teach, teach the Socratic Method…) or supervisors. They
are the roadblocks that all of us need to guide ourselves around. They are usually out of touch,
and their advice is therefore unfortunate and unhelpful.[3] Then, even worse, are the
propagators of the common, the people who spout the wisdom that has been spouted to them
without ever having actually tried it out. Sometimes they don’t even try cases themselves. Bill
Cosby once wrote that the only experts on parenthood are the people who have never had kids.
They are always full of advice, they know exactly how they would handle situations that we poor,
clueless folks who happen to actually have children, seem unable to handle. It is the same with
lawyers. It is the lawyers who rarely step into the courtroom and try a case who are always the
most voluble with their advice. An example springs to mind: I was once was in the midst of a
complex criminal trial when it occurred to me that it would be useful to let the jury in on the fact
that my client had been held in custody for over a year on the charges for which he was being
tried. Looking at my jury, I just had the feeling that the information might tip the balance, that
some of the folks, caught in between choosing either a guilty verdict or a not guilty verdict, might
be swayed by the fact that the defendant had already been sufficiently punished. I planned to go
ahead and tell the jury that my client was incarcerated, but I received some third party advice,
after making the unfortunate step of telling others what I was going to do. No! No, no, no, no, no,
no! You can’t ever let a jury know that a defendant is in custody! This is an inviolate rule, I think
it might even be one of the Ten Commandments! If you do this, they will assume he is guilty.
Don’t do it!And there you had it. The all-knowing advice that you will always get, advice passed
on through the ages, advice repeated so much that it had become gospel, advice telling you to



do it the way it has always been done. The unthinking, unknowing, untested advice that you will
always receive, will always be burdened with, if you allow it anywhere near you. To my eternal
discredit, I listened. I went against my own instincts, I did not tell the jury that my client had been
in custody. I played it safe. The jury hung. Talking to the jury, after the non-verdict, I got the
strong impression that if I had followed through on his original idea and given them the
information, it may well have been a not-guilty verdict. Six months later – six more months
during which my client remained in prison – I tried the case again, and this time I let the jury in on
my dirty little secret, and secured a not-guilty verdict.And here’s the thing – you know whose
advice I followed the first time? Was it a supervisor? No. Was it a well-respected trial attorney,
somebody more seasoned, somebody with more knowledge who I respected? No. It was
someone who had never tried a jury in her life. So why did I follow the advice? Because it was
safe. It was the way others would do it. I didn’t want to be criticized down the line for doing
something wrong. I didn’t want to be blamed.I acted like a chicken-shit!Believe me when I tell
you, all your instincts will tell you to act like a chicken-shit. What do you know? This may be a
case involving hundreds of thousands of dollars for your client. Maybe much needed medical
costs are on the line. Or maybe your client is looking at a life sentence. Who are you to buck up
against the known wisdom of the times? Who are you to ignore the advice of your betters?The
fact is, you are the lawyer. Nobody knows your case the way you do. Nobody has spent hours
with your client, nobody has poured over the discovery, nobody has watched the witnesses
during the depositions and pre-trial hearings, nobody has woken up at three a.m. worrying about
the case. Only you. It’s your trial, and you’re better off trying it your way. Which isn’t to say that
you should never listen to any feedback. Obviously you should. But you should filter it through
what you already know. You take it with a grain of salt. And you are very, very careful about who
you listen to. You should put blinders on during a trial. The court staff, the steno, members of
the audience, other lawyers, are all going to have opinions they want you to hear. Don’t listen!
Be like the three monkeys – see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil. Don’t listen to others, don’t
watch their expressions, and don’t - for the love of God - don’t ask their opinion about how things
are going. Not unless they are within that rare group of people that you have learned to trust
about these things.What happens when you “shop” a case? You go into a lawyer’s office, you
say that you want to talk to the lawyer about the case. The lawyer, awash with files for trials that
he or she is working on, listens as patiently as possible. The lawyer will agree with any
conclusion that you have let them know you want them to agree about. Any further advice will be
based not on your case, but on some other cases that the lawyer has conducted. If the lawyer
truly cares about giving you good advice, he or she will tell you to bring your file, will ask key
questions about the state of the case and your client. You will have a conversation with this
lawyer for over an hour, and the lawyer will think carefully before offering any sort of opinion.
Such lawyers are rare, but they are out there. To them, you open up. To everybody else – stay
away!* * * *Trust yourself. Easy advice. However, if you are just starting out, you may
have a few follow up questions. Such as – what if I just don’t know what to do? How can I trust



myself when I have never done this before? I haven’t gained my instincts yet, how do I do so?
With all of the trial options out there, how do I know what is the right thing to do? Questions like
that.First of all, you must understand at the outset that there are very few “right” answers when it
comes to trial practice. The lawyers who act like there are such answers are the ones you want
to avoid. You are going to learn through trial and error that some things generally work for you
and that some things generally do not. Will you have clients who pay for your mistakes and your
inexperience? Yes, you will. If you want to avoid that, if you just can’t handle it, then you need to
find a new profession. Become a dog walker, or a shoe shiner, or a librarian. But if you want to
stick it out and become a trial attorney, then there is no way to avoid the process of trial and
error. Through time you will discover and develop your areas of expertise. You will find your
comfort zone and your best ways of connecting to a jury. In the meantime, we suggest that you
talk to yourself. A lot. Walking the dog, driving, taking a shower… When you see young men or
women striding through the park, their mouth muscles moving a mile a minute, then either they
have a cell phone attached to their ear, or they are lawyers arguing cases to a mythical jury.
Spend a lot of time that way. Talk to the mirror, talk to the cat, argue with your bobble-head
dolls. “Objection.” Say the word, yell it, see how it sounds. Try it again. Get comfortable with the
words and phrases that you will be using. “May it please the court…” Michael Jordan threw
thousands of free-throws before he made his first basket in professional basketball. By then, it
was easy – he had already done it a million times. Tug McGraw had thrown the final strike in a
World Series thousands of times in his backyard before he pulled it off in Veteran’s Stadium in
1980. By then, it was easy. He felt almost comfortable. Starting out, you need to do the same
thing. Immerse yourself in the law and be what it is that you want to become. Watch movies
about lawyers, read the books that lawyers have written. Go to court and watch other lawyers.
Immerse yourself! You know how medical students have no life for the first few years out of
medical school? It should be the same for you if you want to be one of the outstanding lawyers.
There are no shortcuts here. You are going to develop your own courtroom personality. We each
have one that works for us. David slides up and grabs what he needs from his witness before
she sees it coming. Tooch comes flying at him like a bear from the underbrush, and forces him
to drop it out of fear. Different folks, different strokes. You need to find your way.This may sound
corny and new-agey, but I’m going to say it anyway – to find your courtroom personality, you
need to find yourself. You need to find who you are, and share that person with your jury.I know
an assistant district attorney in Philadelphia named Carol Sweeney. Carol is an outstanding
attorney, always prepared, honest, and fair.[4] Try a case against her in front of a judge, and she
will be effective. But it is in the world of juries where she is strongest. She has a coffee mug that
proclaims she is the “world’s greatest ma.” No kidding. Again, this sounds awful corny. Except
for the fact that she is a mom. I don’t just mean that she had children; I mean that she comes
across as a mom. She dresses like a mom. She laughs like a mom. And soon, you find yourself
trying your case against June Cleaver. I once had a jury trial with her. She had given a decent
offer on the case, but the client wanted a trial. Fair enough. During the voir dire, she proceeded



to simply be herself. The jury loved her. It was over, and none knew it more clearly than the
client, who asked me, after voir dire was concluded, if the offer was still on the table. Fortunately
for that client, it was.You have to find yourself, the self that you are as a lawyer, and share that
self with your jury. And, for most of us, that takes time. In the meantime, envision your trial.
Write out your cross-examinations the way you imagine that they are going to come out.
Practice. This process requires that you do these things on your own. It’s the only way you get
there. Charlie Parker became the world’s greatest saxophonist after he stopped hanging out
with other musicians and being shackled by their limitations. He went off to the Ozarks where he
spent three months by himself, in a woodshed, just him and his saxophone. If he had not done
that, he would have ended up sounding just like everybody else instead of revolutionizing music
as we know it. Same thing with Lester Young. Both of these genius saxophonists ran into a lot of
opposition. Whenever you do things your own way, you will run into opposition. Hey, that isn’t
the way it’s done! Just who do you think you are? When Lester Young played with the Fletcher
Henderson Orchestra, the leader’s wife woke him up one morning, and ordered him to listen to
Coleman Hawkins records. That was the right way to sound. Instead, Lester Young (Prez) left
the band and went on to become one of jazz music’s greatest stylists. Lawyers will tell you that
you need to tailor what you say to fit the jury. This says more about these lawyer’s prejudices
than it does about a jury. For instance, I was told not to quote Shakespeare to a “Philadelphia
jury.” A Philadelphia jury (by which the woman meant, a jury comprising of several African
Americans) can’t possibly understand or appreciate Shakespeare, right? You’ll create an
unbridgeable gulf. Not at all. If you are quoting Shakespeare to impress a jury, you will come
across as a phony. But if you love Shakespeare and can discuss him in honest language, then it
will work. When Robert Kennedy spoke to an African American crowd in Indianapolis on the
night that Martin Luther King was assassinated, he was told not to go, that there would be riots
and that he would not be safe. He did go there, and he spoke personally and from his heart. He
quoted Aeschylus. Now, this woman who felt so free with her advice to me would certainly have
told Kennedy “You can’t quote Aeschylus to an Indianapolis crowd on the night of Martin Luther
King’s murder.” He could and he did, and it worked because he was truly sharing a part of
himself with that crowd. They knew he was not putting on heirs or trying to impress them with his
knowledge of the ancient Greek poet. And, on a night in which riots littered the American
landscape, the people in that crowd followed Robert Kennedy’s advice and went quietly
home.When you do things your own way, people will tell you that you are wrong, and you are
going to have to develop a strong level of self-confidence in order to withstand all of this
“advice.” It is easier to be a chicken-shit. And if you lose the trial, all of the naysayers will attack,
telling you that you made all of the wrong moves. Don’t listen. If you thought it out, if you
planned it out, if you weighed everything, then you have nothing to berate yourself for. There are
trials you will win, and there are trials you will lose. That is part of being a trial attorney. Don’t
listen to the naysayers and the Monday morning quarterbacks. Of course, you won’t be able to
help but second-guess yourself after a loss. You will replay every part of your trial until you can



no longer stand it. This too is an important part of becoming an effective advocate, and it is why
we learn much more from the cases that we lose than from those that we win. Listen to
reasoned criticisms, from the one or two lawyers you have learned to trust. But ignore the herd
as best as you can. You have chosen to be a trial attorney, which means that you are in the
arena and not merely one of the audience. Move on. Somebody will say, “Why did you put the
client on?” shaking their head ruefully. You did it because, when you thought it all out, you
believed it gave you the greatest chance for success. We tend to think that every choice we
made in a winning trial was a good one. It isn’t true, nor is it true that every choice we make in a
losing trial was a bad one.Step OneTrust Yourself[1]“Believe nothing. No matter where you read
it, or who said it, even if I have said it, unless it agrees with your own reason and your own
common sense.”-Buddha“I did it my way.”-Frank Sinatra[2]“If you want somebody to trust, Trust
Yourself.”-Bob DylanThis book provides specific guidelines and instructions that, if followed, will
bring you success in the courtroom. That much I can promise. However, there is one catch (or
caveat, as you lawyers might want to put it.) You have to follow them your way, which is to say
that, what I give you here, you will need to combine with your own thoughts, your own style,
creativity, and your own substance. Nobody can give those things to you (although we can help
you to find them.) Take what you can use from this book, discard what you cannot, but
understand that The 7 Steps come from decades of trial practice as well as the study of
hundreds of books on the subject and actual court transcripts.In order for you to access these
rules, it is imperative that, first, you break through the various shackles that have been placed on
you – shackles that have been placed by your law school professors; shackles that have been
placed by your associates; shackles that have been placed by your superiors in the office. This
gaggle of advice will invariably lead to the same conclusion – do it their way, do it the safe way,
do it the way everybody says it should be done. If you listen to them you will probably protect
yourself from any obvious malpractice claims, because you will not make any obvious mistakes.
You will protect your record. You will conduct a dull, plodding, safe trial. It will be unexceptional.
And you will be an unexceptional lawyer.If you are a dull, plodding, unexceptional individual,
then maybe that’s ok. Except that your client probably deserves better. But we are going to
assume, since you have managed to get this book into your hands, that you are not a dull,
plodding, and unexceptional individual. That, in fact, you are the opposite, and that you want to
conduct exceptional trials and win the cases that other attorneys cannot win.Ever notice how
many people get into a line at a movie theater and then ask the person in front of them if it is the
correct line? In other words, you ask the person who, about five seconds earlier, made the same
choice that you made. Who are the advisors out there, the people willing to tell us how to try our
cases? Usually they are the lawyers who sit at their desks regaling all who will listen and all who
are forced to listen to the two stories involving actual trials that, way back when, they actually
conducted. These folks either become law professors (remember, those who can, do; those
who can’t, teach; and those who can’t teach, teach the Socratic Method…) or supervisors. They
are the roadblocks that all of us need to guide ourselves around. They are usually out of touch,



and their advice is therefore unfortunate and unhelpful.[3] Then, even worse, are the
propagators of the common, the people who spout the wisdom that has been spouted to them
without ever having actually tried it out. Sometimes they don’t even try cases themselves. Bill
Cosby once wrote that the only experts on parenthood are the people who have never had kids.
They are always full of advice, they know exactly how they would handle situations that we poor,
clueless folks who happen to actually have children, seem unable to handle. It is the same with
lawyers. It is the lawyers who rarely step into the courtroom and try a case who are always the
most voluble with their advice. An example springs to mind: I was once was in the midst of a
complex criminal trial when it occurred to me that it would be useful to let the jury in on the fact
that my client had been held in custody for over a year on the charges for which he was being
tried. Looking at my jury, I just had the feeling that the information might tip the balance, that
some of the folks, caught in between choosing either a guilty verdict or a not guilty verdict, might
be swayed by the fact that the defendant had already been sufficiently punished. I planned to go
ahead and tell the jury that my client was incarcerated, but I received some third party advice,
after making the unfortunate step of telling others what I was going to do. No! No, no, no, no, no,
no! You can’t ever let a jury know that a defendant is in custody! This is an inviolate rule, I think
it might even be one of the Ten Commandments! If you do this, they will assume he is guilty.
Don’t do it!And there you had it. The all-knowing advice that you will always get, advice passed
on through the ages, advice repeated so much that it had become gospel, advice telling you to
do it the way it has always been done. The unthinking, unknowing, untested advice that you will
always receive, will always be burdened with, if you allow it anywhere near you. To my eternal
discredit, I listened. I went against my own instincts, I did not tell the jury that my client had been
in custody. I played it safe. The jury hung. Talking to the jury, after the non-verdict, I got the
strong impression that if I had followed through on his original idea and given them the
information, it may well have been a not-guilty verdict. Six months later – six more months
during which my client remained in prison – I tried the case again, and this time I let the jury in on
my dirty little secret, and secured a not-guilty verdict.And here’s the thing – you know whose
advice I followed the first time? Was it a supervisor? No. Was it a well-respected trial attorney,
somebody more seasoned, somebody with more knowledge who I respected? No. It was
someone who had never tried a jury in her life. So why did I follow the advice? Because it was
safe. It was the way others would do it. I didn’t want to be criticized down the line for doing
something wrong. I didn’t want to be blamed.I acted like a chicken-shit!Believe me when I tell
you, all your instincts will tell you to act like a chicken-shit. What do you know? This may be a
case involving hundreds of thousands of dollars for your client. Maybe much needed medical
costs are on the line. Or maybe your client is looking at a life sentence. Who are you to buck up
against the known wisdom of the times? Who are you to ignore the advice of your betters?The
fact is, you are the lawyer. Nobody knows your case the way you do. Nobody has spent hours
with your client, nobody has poured over the discovery, nobody has watched the witnesses
during the depositions and pre-trial hearings, nobody has woken up at three a.m. worrying about



the case. Only you. It’s your trial, and you’re better off trying it your way. Which isn’t to say that
you should never listen to any feedback. Obviously you should. But you should filter it through
what you already know. You take it with a grain of salt. And you are very, very careful about who
you listen to. You should put blinders on during a trial. The court staff, the steno, members of
the audience, other lawyers, are all going to have opinions they want you to hear. Don’t listen!
Be like the three monkeys – see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil. Don’t listen to others, don’t
watch their expressions, and don’t - for the love of God - don’t ask their opinion about how things
are going. Not unless they are within that rare group of people that you have learned to trust
about these things.What happens when you “shop” a case? You go into a lawyer’s office, you
say that you want to talk to the lawyer about the case. The lawyer, awash with files for trials that
he or she is working on, listens as patiently as possible. The lawyer will agree with any
conclusion that you have let them know you want them to agree about. Any further advice will be
based not on your case, but on some other cases that the lawyer has conducted. If the lawyer
truly cares about giving you good advice, he or she will tell you to bring your file, will ask key
questions about the state of the case and your client. You will have a conversation with this
lawyer for over an hour, and the lawyer will think carefully before offering any sort of opinion.
Such lawyers are rare, but they are out there. To them, you open up. To everybody else – stay
away!* * * *Trust yourself. Easy advice. However, if you are just starting out, you may
have a few follow up questions. Such as – what if I just don’t know what to do? How can I trust
myself when I have never done this before? I haven’t gained my instincts yet, how do I do so?
With all of the trial options out there, how do I know what is the right thing to do? Questions like
that.First of all, you must understand at the outset that there are very few “right” answers when it
comes to trial practice. The lawyers who act like there are such answers are the ones you want
to avoid. You are going to learn through trial and error that some things generally work for you
and that some things generally do not. Will you have clients who pay for your mistakes and your
inexperience? Yes, you will. If you want to avoid that, if you just can’t handle it, then you need to
find a new profession. Become a dog walker, or a shoe shiner, or a librarian. But if you want to
stick it out and become a trial attorney, then there is no way to avoid the process of trial and
error. Through time you will discover and develop your areas of expertise. You will find your
comfort zone and your best ways of connecting to a jury. In the meantime, we suggest that you
talk to yourself. A lot. Walking the dog, driving, taking a shower… When you see young men or
women striding through the park, their mouth muscles moving a mile a minute, then either they
have a cell phone attached to their ear, or they are lawyers arguing cases to a mythical jury.
Spend a lot of time that way. Talk to the mirror, talk to the cat, argue with your bobble-head
dolls. “Objection.” Say the word, yell it, see how it sounds. Try it again. Get comfortable with the
words and phrases that you will be using. “May it please the court…” Michael Jordan threw
thousands of free-throws before he made his first basket in professional basketball. By then, it
was easy – he had already done it a million times. Tug McGraw had thrown the final strike in a
World Series thousands of times in his backyard before he pulled it off in Veteran’s Stadium in



1980. By then, it was easy. He felt almost comfortable. Starting out, you need to do the same
thing. Immerse yourself in the law and be what it is that you want to become. Watch movies
about lawyers, read the books that lawyers have written. Go to court and watch other lawyers.
Immerse yourself! You know how medical students have no life for the first few years out of
medical school? It should be the same for you if you want to be one of the outstanding lawyers.
There are no shortcuts here. You are going to develop your own courtroom personality. We each
have one that works for us. David slides up and grabs what he needs from his witness before
she sees it coming. Tooch comes flying at him like a bear from the underbrush, and forces him
to drop it out of fear. Different folks, different strokes. You need to find your way.This may sound
corny and new-agey, but I’m going to say it anyway – to find your courtroom personality, you
need to find yourself. You need to find who you are, and share that person with your jury.I know
an assistant district attorney in Philadelphia named Carol Sweeney. Carol is an outstanding
attorney, always prepared, honest, and fair.[4] Try a case against her in front of a judge, and she
will be effective. But it is in the world of juries where she is strongest. She has a coffee mug that
proclaims she is the “world’s greatest ma.” No kidding. Again, this sounds awful corny. Except
for the fact that she is a mom. I don’t just mean that she had children; I mean that she comes
across as a mom. She dresses like a mom. She laughs like a mom. And soon, you find yourself
trying your case against June Cleaver. I once had a jury trial with her. She had given a decent
offer on the case, but the client wanted a trial. Fair enough. During the voir dire, she proceeded
to simply be herself. The jury loved her. It was over, and none knew it more clearly than the
client, who asked me, after voir dire was concluded, if the offer was still on the table. Fortunately
for that client, it was.You have to find yourself, the self that you are as a lawyer, and share that
self with your jury. And, for most of us, that takes time. In the meantime, envision your trial.
Write out your cross-examinations the way you imagine that they are going to come out.
Practice. This process requires that you do these things on your own. It’s the only way you get
there. Charlie Parker became the world’s greatest saxophonist after he stopped hanging out
with other musicians and being shackled by their limitations. He went off to the Ozarks where he
spent three months by himself, in a woodshed, just him and his saxophone. If he had not done
that, he would have ended up sounding just like everybody else instead of revolutionizing music
as we know it. Same thing with Lester Young. Both of these genius saxophonists ran into a lot of
opposition. Whenever you do things your own way, you will run into opposition. Hey, that isn’t
the way it’s done! Just who do you think you are? When Lester Young played with the Fletcher
Henderson Orchestra, the leader’s wife woke him up one morning, and ordered him to listen to
Coleman Hawkins records. That was the right way to sound. Instead, Lester Young (Prez) left
the band and went on to become one of jazz music’s greatest stylists. Lawyers will tell you that
you need to tailor what you say to fit the jury. This says more about these lawyer’s prejudices
than it does about a jury. For instance, I was told not to quote Shakespeare to a “Philadelphia
jury.” A Philadelphia jury (by which the woman meant, a jury comprising of several African
Americans) can’t possibly understand or appreciate Shakespeare, right? You’ll create an



unbridgeable gulf. Not at all. If you are quoting Shakespeare to impress a jury, you will come
across as a phony. But if you love Shakespeare and can discuss him in honest language, then it
will work. When Robert Kennedy spoke to an African American crowd in Indianapolis on the
night that Martin Luther King was assassinated, he was told not to go, that there would be riots
and that he would not be safe. He did go there, and he spoke personally and from his heart. He
quoted Aeschylus. Now, this woman who felt so free with her advice to me would certainly have
told Kennedy “You can’t quote Aeschylus to an Indianapolis crowd on the night of Martin Luther
King’s murder.” He could and he did, and it worked because he was truly sharing a part of
himself with that crowd. They knew he was not putting on heirs or trying to impress them with his
knowledge of the ancient Greek poet. And, on a night in which riots littered the American
landscape, the people in that crowd followed Robert Kennedy’s advice and went quietly
home.When you do things your own way, people will tell you that you are wrong, and you are
going to have to develop a strong level of self-confidence in order to withstand all of this
“advice.” It is easier to be a chicken-shit. And if you lose the trial, all of the naysayers will attack,
telling you that you made all of the wrong moves. Don’t listen. If you thought it out, if you
planned it out, if you weighed everything, then you have nothing to berate yourself for. There are
trials you will win, and there are trials you will lose. That is part of being a trial attorney. Don’t
listen to the naysayers and the Monday morning quarterbacks. Of course, you won’t be able to
help but second-guess yourself after a loss. You will replay every part of your trial until you can
no longer stand it. This too is an important part of becoming an effective advocate, and it is why
we learn much more from the cases that we lose than from those that we win. Listen to
reasoned criticisms, from the one or two lawyers you have learned to trust. But ignore the herd
as best as you can. You have chosen to be a trial attorney, which means that you are in the
arena and not merely one of the audience. Move on. Somebody will say, “Why did you put the
client on?” shaking their head ruefully. You did it because, when you thought it all out, you
believed it gave you the greatest chance for success. We tend to think that every choice we
made in a winning trial was a good one. It isn’t true, nor is it true that every choice we make in a
losing trial was a bad one.
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Brian Lockwood, “Good for would-be litigators.. Great read for the younger lawyers who are still
pretty impressed with themselves. This also serves as a good reminder and a good inspiration
for those of us who may have forgotten who we are and why we got into this profession.”

Chadwick Barnett, “Very good read. Clear concise and not overly philosophical. Very good read.
Clear concise and not overly philosophical, just good practical down to earth advice. It is well
wotrh your time!”

Prof, “Being a good lawyer is like being a black belt. Not rocket science here folks - but honest
and relatable experiences with trial practice. Any decent trial attorney will nod after reading,
recognize the truths, and hand this to a mentee to read. Being a good lawyer is like being a
black belt, you spend years learning the rules just to get to the point where you can forget them
and begin the process of being a good lawyer.  Good read.  Passing it on.”

Brandon W, “Brilliant. David Cross fabulously outlines the authenticity to prevail as a lawyer, and
engage as a fine persuader of legal retort. Whether in the court room or in life, no one likes a
phony. And he makes the point known to always be yourself, and carry some wits about you
when active in an argument, both in and outside the closing statements. Would recommend to
any young attorney of just anyone who may want to become one someday.”

ABD79, “Good practical advice. As a trial lawyer, I know that the most important thing in front of
a jury is to be yourself. David Cross's book is an enjoyable read with that premise and some
helpful practical advice.”

Angela Passaro, “Understanding the legal mind. Good insights on how attorneys think.”

The book by Javier Marcó has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 26 people have provided feedback.
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